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The global, regional, and national
burden of atopic dermatitis in 195

countries and territories: An ecological
study from the Global Burden of Disease

Study 2017
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Introduction: Numerous population-based studies have focused on the global prevalence of atopic
dermatitis (AD), but there are few studies on the global trends of the burden associated with AD.
Methods: We analyzed the global AD trends in 2017 in 195 countries worldwide using the Global Burden
of Disease (GBD) Study database, including prevalence rates, age and sex patterns, and AD burden, using
disability-adjusted life years (DALYs). Age-standardized DALYs were also compared to the sociodemo-
graphic index values of all the countries in 2017.
Results: The age-specific DALYs in 2017 showed a right-skewed distribution, with the highest DALYs
between 1 and 5 years of age. Females had a higher burden of AD throughout all age groups and geographic
regions. The GBD super region with the greatest burden of DALYs caused by AD was high income (178.63
DALYs per 100,000 males, 231.8 for females), and the country with the highest DALYs was Sweden (326.91).
The GBD super region with the lowest age-standardized DALY burden caused by AD was south Asia (84.51
DALYs per 100,000 males, 100.54 for females).
Conclusion: There is a large GBD caused by AD. The observed burden is the greatest in resource-rich
countries, females, and young children. ( JAAD Int 2021;2:12-8.)

Key words: age-standardized prevalence rates; atopic dermatitis; burden; disability-adjusted life years
(DALYs); Global Burden of Disease Study (GBD) database; global medicine; health care disparities;
sociodemographic index (SDI).
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INTRODUCTION
Atopic dermatitis (AD) is a common, chronically

relapsing inflammatory skin disease that affects up to
2.4% of the population worldwide.1,2 The prevalence
varies substantially among different countries.3 For
example, the prevalence of adult AD was 4.9% in the
United States and 2.1% in Japan.4 The prevalence of
AD in children is as high as 20% in some countries, like
Sweden.3 Although AD may sometimes be perceived
as relatively benign, children with AD present with
decreased quality of life, similar to other serious
chronic disorders, such as cystic fibrosis and renal
disease.5 AD can have serious detrimental effects on
patients and families, impacting the social, academic,
occupational, and financial aspects of their lives.6

One measure of AD disease morbidity is through
disability-adjusted life years (DALYs), measured as the
years of life lost due to premature mortality plus the
CAPSULE SUMMARY

d Atopic dermatitis is the leading
contributor to skin-related disability. This
article demonstrates these trends on a
global scale.

d The burden of atopic dermatitis is the
highest in children, women, and
resource-rich countries. Redirection of
resources may help reduce the global
burden of this important disease.
years lost due todisabilityor its
consequences.7 Additionally,
sociodemographic index
(SDI) is a measurement devel-
oped to identify where coun-
tries or other geographic areas
are in their aspects of develop-
ment. SDI is a composite
average of income per capita,
average educational attain-
ment, and fertility rate, which
is expressed on a scale of
0 to 1.8 Both DALYs and SDI
have been referenced in the
literature toaid inglobalhealth

decision-making and bring increasing attention to
various diseases worldwide.

Compared to other common dermatoses, AD
ranked as the third most prevalent dermatologic
condition (2.79%) but was the greatest contributor to
the DALYs of skin dermatoses (0.36%) in 2017.9-11

Although the global prevalence actually decreased
from 3.01% in 1990 to 2.79% in 2017, the global
DALYs due to AD increased from 0.27% in 1990 to
0.36% in 2017.12 However, studies have shown
increasing prevalence in certain countries, especially
in developing countries, such as Chile, Kenya, and
Algeria.3,13 In addition to the association with atopic
conditions, like allergies and asthma, AD is related to
other diseases, such as obesity, cardiovascular dis-
ease, and psychologic diseases, including anxiety
and depression.14,15 This suggests that AD may be
considered a chronic systemic disorder, with signif-
icant physical and psychosocial impairments.16,17

This observational study serves to show multiple
global AD trends in 2017 in 195 countries worldwide
using the global burden of disease (GBD)
database.12 We assess AD age and sex patterns and
disease burden using DALYs and compare the
DALYs to SDI across all the countries measured by
GBD. To our knowledge, a global analysis of AD has
not yet been done using the GBD study database. We
aim to contribute to the ongoing research required to
adequately understand and address the global trends
and prevalence of AD.

METHODS
Study design

We provide an ecologic analysis to compare
DALYs to SDI across the globe using the 2017 GBD
database.

Data source
Ourdatawereobtained from thepublicly available

GBD datasets from 2017. The GBD datasets provide

data to compare the impact of
diseases, injuries, and risk
factors across age groups,
sexes, countries, and regions
from 1990 to the present day
for over 350 diseases in
195 countries.18 The GBD
provides up-to-date data
obtained through multiple
sources, including, but not
limited to, health facility
data, censuses, surveys, clin-
ical trials, demographic sur-
veillance, disease registries,
and publications.19 The
GBD project is led by the Institute for Health Metrics
and Evaluation at the University of Washington and
collaborates with over 145 countries and 3600 re-
searchers worldwide.18 An in-depth protocol is avail-
able from the Institute for Health Metrics and
Evaluation on how the data are obtained, incorpo-
rated, calculated, and published in the GBD study.19

Statistical analysis
We provided age patterns by sex and the total

number of DALYs caused by AD and age-specific
DALY rates due to AD on a global level and by GBD
super region in 2017 (Figs 1 and 2). Seven super
regions were created by GBD based on geographic
location and country gross domestic product. The
age-standardized AD DALYs per 100,000 people
were also compared to the absolute SDI values of
all 195 GBD countries globally in 2017 (Fig 3).

RESULTS
The GBD 2017 global prevalence of AD in both

sexes was 2689.85 per 100,000 people (95%



Abbreviations used:

AD: atopic dermatitis
DALY: disability-adjusted life year
GBD: global burden of disease
SDI: sociodemographic index
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confidence interval 2535.20-2860.85).12 The global
age-standardized DALYs per 100,000 people due to
AD was 123.31 (95% confidence interval 66.79-
205.17) for both sexes, 110.72 (59.85-184.36) for
men, and 136.43 (74.03-227.23) for women.

In 2017, the age-specific DALYs and prevalence
rates showed a right-skewed distribution, with a
peak between 1 and 5 years of age (Fig 1). Females
showed higher DALYs due to AD throughout all age
groups. As the patients aged, ADDALYs decreased in
both females and males. The prevalence rate of AD
also initially decreased with age until the mid50s, in
which it began increasing in both the sexes. The
global age-standardized DALYs due to AD in 2017
varied by geographic region but were consistently
higher in females than in males in all regions (Fig 2).
The GBD super region with the greatest age-
standardized DALY burden caused by AD was high
income (178.63 DALYs per 100,000 for males and
231.8 for females). The GBD super region with the
lowest age-standardized DALY burden caused by AD
was south Asia (84.51 DALYs per 100,000 for males
and 100.54 for females).

The age-standardizedDALY rates due to AD in 2017
were also compared with the SDI of all 195 countries
measured by GBD (Fig 3). Of the 195 countries
analyzed, the 10 countries with the highest age-
standardized AD DALY burdens per 100,000 people
were Sweden (326.91), United Kingdom (284.15),
Iceland (276.98), Finland (263.57), Denmark (254.63),
Norway (254.06), Andorra (243.84), Switzerland
(243.75), Luxembourg (243.52), and Canada (239.03).
Nine of these 10 countries were in the highest top 10th
percentile of SDI.
DISCUSSION
It is well known that the prevalence of AD is higher

in younger age groups, and our data show that AD
burden is the highest in patients aged 1 to 5 years.
This could be explained by examining how DALYs
are calculated. As mentioned previously, DALY is the
sum of years of life lost due to premature death and
years lived with disability (product of prevalent cases
and disability weights).20 The peak prevalence of AD
in this age range multiplied by increasing disability
weights for mild, moderate, and severe AD produces
a high DALY rate.12 The high AD burden in younger
age groups could also be due to the immense strain
on a child during their critical stages of psychosocial
development. Embarrassment and bullying because
of their skin condition could result in social isolation,
which can lead to depression.21 Functioning at school
and work may also be impacted by impaired con-
centration compounded by sleep loss caused by
chronic itching.21,22 The negative impact on chil-
dren’s behavior and sleep has been correlated to
decreases in intelligence quotient, verbal compre-
hension, processing speed, and working memory,
which may hinder future earning potential.23

Furthermore, the burden of AD extends to the family
of the child suffering from the chronic skin disease as
caretakers may lose time off work to care for their
child.24 Strained parent-child relationships have also
been previously reported due to the stressful task of
managing the child’s skin care.25 In addition,
although AD is generally considered a childhood
disease that develops during the first few years of life,
recent studies have shown that adults can have a
chronic and relapsing disease course, which may
explain the plateau and eventual rise of the disease
prevalence rate.26,27

A sex disparity in the burden of DALYs due to AD
was also shown in our data. Previous studies have
reported several female-specific trends in AD,
including a higher prevalence than that in males,
increased likelihood of persistence of AD beyond
puberty, and recurrence of AD.4,28 Our data suggest
an additional sex-specific predictor of the course of
AD, in that, females have a higher burden of disease
due to AD throughout all age groups. The reason for
this is not yet entirely understood, but possible
explanations could include the higher overall prev-
alence in females, severity of the disease, secondary
complications, and impact on the quality of life. The
impact of AD on individual and family quality of life
has been shown to be more severe in females than in
males.29-31 It is speculated that females have a
culturally determined, higher ideal of physical
appearance than males, which may explain this
quality of life disparity between the sexes and could
lead to a greater psychosocial burden of disease in
AD.32 These sex-specific differences in AD burden
should be kept in mind while developing programs
to address the burden of AD.

Our results also demonstrate a higher AD burden
in high-income regions. This is supported by previ-
ous prevalence studies, which have reported an
association between a higher socioeconomic status
and AD prevalence and morbidity.33,34 Individuals
living in metropolitan areas with higher educational
attainment have been associated with a higher
prevalence of AD.35-37 Many metropolitan-related



Fig 1. Global 2017 AD age-standardized DALYs per 100,000 people in males and females. The
bars indicate DALYs rate, and the lines indicate prevalence rate. AD, Atopic dermatitis; DALYs,
disability-adjusted life years.

Fig 2. Age-standardized DALYs of AD by sex and geographic GBD super regions in 2017. AD,
Atopic dermatitis; DALYs, disability-adjusted life years; GBD, global burden of disease.
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environment factors may account for this phenom-
enon. An increased prevalence of AD was associated
with motor vehicle particle air pollution and
increased use of modern fuels, like kerosene, in
homes.38,39 Additionally, the ‘‘hygiene hypothesis’’
has been proposed to explain the high prevalence of
atopic diseases in more developed countries.40 The
hypothesis suggests that improved living conditions,
antibiotic use, and childhood vaccinations result in
the reduction of infections. The lack of microbial
burden thus redirects the typical T-helper type 1
immune response toward a T-helper type 2
response, predisposing individuals to the diverse
range of atopic diseases.40

There is a large economic burden associated with
AD. Although current and comprehensive informa-
tion on the financial burden of AD is not available,
the most recent study conducted estimated the
financial costs associated with AD in the United
States in 2004 as $4.3 billion.41 These costs included
direct medical costs, such as medical visits and
medication use, and indirect costs, including lost



Fig 3. Age-standardized DALYs rates from AD by SDI for 195 countries and territories in 2017.
AD, Atopic dermatitis; DALYs, disability-adjusted life years; SDI, sociodemographic index.
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productivity of patients and caregivers and restricted
activity days.41 The current cost of AD likely exceeds
the 2004 estimate because of increasing costs of
medications and prevalence.42 Furthermore, more
than one-fourth of health care costs for patients with
ADmay be attributed to treating AD and its comorbid
conditions, such as allergic rhinitis and asthma.43 The
cost of illness varies considerably among countries,
but the total expense for each health care system is
significant.44,45 For example, the total cost of AD in
Canada was estimated to be $1.4 billion in 2002.45 A
positive relationship between AD severity and cost
has been previously reported.45-47 Despite wealthier
countries having higher DALYs, the global economic
burden due to AD is likely to remain significant.
Given the high financial impact of AD, it is important
to develop better directed population-based inter-
ventions and initiatives.

Limitations of GBD studies have been previously
described, and there are additional important con-
siderations in the context of the global burden of
AD.42 Studies measuring the prevalence and inci-
dence of AD often differ in focus based on target
populations, sex categories, and age groups, making
data difficult to compare due to different study
methodologies. Further limitations include the de-
scriptions of case definitions (eg, self-reported,
physician’s, or dermatologist’s diagnosis) or how
prevalence is defined (eg, point prevalence, period
prevalence, and lifetime prevalence). Available
studies for comparisons among different GBD
regions may also be limited by geographic coverage,
where certain populations have a relative over- or
under-representation of total studies in comparison
to their total population. Furthermore, the social
stigmatization associated with AD may also lead to
underestimation of global cases due to under-
reporting by patients.42

AD continues to be a significant public health
concern globally, particularly in high-income coun-
tries and among women and young children. The
personal impact on patients and their families as well
as the financial implications on economies are huge
and should not be underappreciated. As a world-
wide epidemiological assessment, GBD 2017 pro-
vides broad and frequently updated control
measures for AD burden. This extracted data analysis
might help guide AD research protocols, health
policies, and prioritization efforts to reduce the
global burden of this important and impactful skin
disease.
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